
Decorative 
laminates

 

Selection of laminate designs combined with 
a wide range of plywood platforms that fit 
any furniture or decoration project.
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Exceptional laminate designs

UNIFORM COLOURS

FANTASY

Gray 1411
velvet & glossy
(HPL)
RAL 7044

Graphite 1397
velvet
(HPL)
RAL 7022

Black 202
matte
(HPL)
RAL 9011

White 204
matte, glossy & top face
(HPL)
RAL 9010

White 753
velvet & glossy
(HPL)
RAL 9016

Arena Soft III 
T0793
 (CPL)

WOODGRAINS

American Oak 
668
(HPL)

Barrique Oak 
780
(HPL)

Caledonian Oak 
A0386
(CPL)

Virginia Oak 
A1014
(CPL)

Bovary Elm 
E2297
(CPL)

Hickory 
E0138
(CPL)

Japandi Natural 
M0377 Etnic 
(CPL)

Walnut Slow 
G0822 Atlas 
(CPL)

Canvas Crudo 
M0399 Textil  
(CPL)

Corona Bronce 
M0371 Sand
(CPL)



Best plywood platforms

Long-lasting style
and on-trend designs

Ready-to-use panels
reducing time and cost!

Exceptionally scratch
and impact resistance

100% sustainable European
poplar premium panel

Ultra-durable modified plywood ideal 
for high demanding humid conditions*

XPS core and ultra-durable
sustainable plywood*

Panels with XPS core and
sustainable plywood

 * The laminate finishes shown in this brochure are not suitable for exterior use.

Exceptionally lightweight
Plywood core of poplar from European 
tree farms or combination with other 
ultralight materials.

Multiply composition
Optional multilayer, ideal for 
applications with visible edges.

Sustainability
Wood from certified fast-growing 
European tree farms.

The figures included in this technical data file are for information purposes only and have no contractual value. The formats, dimensions, thickness, plies and technical characteristics may vary with no prior notification 
based on new developments and technological advancements. The buyer is responsible for deciding whether the Garnica product is suitable for the desired application, and will be required to ensure that the location 
and way in which it is used are suitable according to the manufacturer’s instructions and suggestions, as well as its compliance with current regulations. 
Health and safety: The user/recipient of the product is obliged to carry out risk assessments of the people whom are going to process/transform it based on the local health and safety legal requirements, implementing 
the necessary controls in order to provide appropriate preventive measures: e.g. manual handling, dust extraction in case of cutting/sanding, use of personal protection equipment, etc. You can request more 
information at info@garnica.one.



Mobility and 
transportation:
converting vans to 
campers, interior 
furnishings for caravans 
and the marine industry

Interior   
decoration:
panelling, roofing, doors, 
mouldings and all types of 
decorative panelling

Interior furnishings 
and DIY projects:
wardrobes, shelves, tables, 
chairs and all types of 
kitchen furniture

Garnica laminate products are especially designed for decoration
and furniture-manufacturing applications in which lightness,
beauty and surface hardness are major considerations.

• Sizes
• Thicknesses & compositions
• Bonding
• Technical specs
• Certifications

Detailed info:@garnicaplywood

@garnicaplywood

Garnica Plywood

Garnica

@garnicaplywood

Garnica Scan or click here

https://www.garnica.one/en-uk/plywood-panels/finishes/hpl-cpl/

